Good day ladies and gentlemen, my name is François-Eric Perquel and I came to spark your
interest in Private Investments Network. For this, I would like to ask you:
Do you know investors in unlisted companies that have difficulty receiving their corporate
information and/or have liquidity problems?
Noting these very challenges, we developed Private Investments Network. With a mission to help
the environment of financing of unlisted companies:
-

We facilitate business communication with investors to increase transparency
We allow investors to centralize the management of their portfolios by identifying potential
liquidity problems
We keep a record of all transactions in a secure space and follow all legal regulations. This
approach is not only that of the Finance Innovation ANALITIKA report, but also that of the
Union Capital Market of the European Commission.

In the proof of concept, over 150 unlisted companies and 50 investors have registered with
Private Investments Network.
Several consulting firms (accelerators, accountants, lawyers) showed interest in becoming our
partners to complement their service offerings and create new revenue streams.
Now, we are launching a new phase of collaboration with financial intermediaries who will
implement the best practices for different agents in this segment and will establish a seal of
quality for businesses and other stakeholders to comply with these best practices.
Our platform will be operated through a partnership structure at the European level and will serve
as a core technology for supervised intermediaries to introduce their own value-added services,
giving them the opportunity to offer new services to its business customers and investors,
including the management of private markets whilst fully in compliance with monitoring
regulations.
I want to thank the Finance Innovation Cluster for having seen the innovation and potential of this
solutions and their contribution to structuring the environment of investments in unlisted
companies.

